Ovid® Discovery

A Unified Discovery and Delivery Platform Focused and Specialized In Biomedical Content

Feature

Ovid® Discovery

A True Discovery
Experience

Searches an index of over +100 million scholarly e-resources, including
Journal Articles, Books, Videos, Multimedia, Images, Reports, Procedures,
Blogs, Systematic Reviews, and more.
Presents a modern search experience from search syntax through results
display and continuous workflows. The only Discovery tool to feature unique
content from UpToDate, Lippincott Procedures, Visible Body and more.
Offers multi-language search terms matching with MeSH terms.

Relevance Ranking

Content agnostic and unbiased relevancy ranking of search results.
Uses modern best practice algorithms for retrieval, scoring and ranking
results, as found in leading search engines. Resulting in scrupulous
impartial and consistent search.

Citation Searching

Provides one of the most advanced Citation Searching tools in the market.
Paste your citation or just start typing – Ovid Discovery automatically
identifies and retrieves with a prompt full text availability notification.

Catalog Searching

Not only searches the library catalog but also offers different options for
libraries to implement their OPAC including indexing their whole catalogue,
searching using API or use Ovid Discovery as their library catalog.

Known Item Searching

Offers Known Item Searching through both Ovid Discovery search and
Citation Matcher – item is easily found and linked to the full text when
available.

Exact Match Placards

Displays exact matches of search terms in library holdings and specialty
indexes as “Knowledge Graphs” and as “Featured Snippets”.

Customization

Provides a state-of-the-art modern multi lingual interface, with multiviews, layouts and a library specific rich gallery of widgets. Extensive
customization options for branding, page layouts, widgets, access
authorizations, site and pages preferences and more.

Holdings Management

Available at both library, site and consortium levels.

Multi-Tenant SaaS

A full SaaS multi-tenant scalable application with the most ideal tenant
isolation properties and yet the most cost-effective resource sharing.

REQUEST YOUR FREE TRIAL TODAY!
Contact your Ovid Representative to learn more or email sales@ovid.com.

